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1. Introduction

Wave equations of heat conductivity and thermoelasticity in an elastic Hooke's
medium have been derived in [1] and [2], while in [3] basic equations and relations
of linear thermoelasticity in a micropolar Cosserat medium were given.

In this paper we are going to generalize fhe wave equations of thermoelasticity
on the micropolar medium.

Since in the isothermal micropolar medium the temperature field does not
couple with moment fields, we may arrive at the wave equations of thermo-micro-
elasticity by joining directly the results obtained in [1] and [3]. This is why we shall
give the wave equations of thermo-microelasticity in their final form refraining
from thermodynamic considerations which, besides, would be identical with those
stated in [1] and [3].

In the next, second section we derive the basic relations and equations of thermo-
-microelasticity, in the third section the elastic potentials are given and, finally, the
fourth section is devoted to the generalization of Galerkin's stress functions.

2. Equations of thermo-microelasticity

Let us consider a micropolar, homogeneous, isotropic and centrisymmetric
body. Under the effect of external forces and heating the body will suffer a deforma-
tion characterized by two asymmetric tensors, namely the strain tensor eH and the
curvature-twist tensor Kn. These tensors are defined as follows

(2.1) eji = Ui,j-£kji<9k, Kji = <plfJ.

Here the symbol u denotes the displacement vector, tp stands for the rotation vector,
while skJt is the known Cartesian alternator.

The state of stress is described also by two asymmetric tensors, namely the force-
-stress tensor an and the couple-stress tensor nn.

The state of stress, that of strain and temperature are related to each other by
the following constitutive equations [3]:
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(2.2) an={n+a) ejt+{/u-a) eu+(Xekk-Tv) SJt,

(2.3) ixH = {l+s) Kjt+iy-e) Ku+^Kkk SM.

The symbols p., X, a, fi, y, e stand for material constants T=T'-TQ, where T is
the absolute temperature, while To denotes the temperature of the body when in
natural state. Finally, y = (3A+2/<) a,, where a, is the coefficient of linear thermal
dilatation.

The above equations have to be supplemented by the equations of motion

(2.4) a^j+P^pU,,

(2.5) ellk Oji+Mji, j+Mt = l?ph

and the wave equation of heat conductivity [1]

Q[ 1
v 2 —

L K

(2.6) , O + f ) \ n t { + t ) k t k

The following notations have been used in Eqs. (2.4)—(2.6): The symbol P denotes
the vector of body forces, M the vector of body moments, p density, / the rotatio-
nal inertia. 7c = 20/c6. where Xo is the coefficient of the heat conductivity and cE the
specific heat of strain. Funally, 0 — W\ct, where W denotes the heat quantity produced

vT0
within a time and volume unit, rj = ——.

Ao

Making use of the relations (2.2) and (2.3) we may eliminate stresses and strains
from Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5). In this way we obtain the following system of conjugate
equations [4]:

(2.7) D2 u+(X+/.i-a) grad div u+2« rot9-fP = v grad T,

(2.8) D4<P+(/?+)'-e)graddiv<p+2arotu+Y = 0,

(2.9) DT-nC div u= .

The following operators have been introduced in the above equations:

K

where

1 • • - . . ,
,), C=dt(l+rdt).

d 82. , d 8

v dxt '

Eqs. (2.7)—(2.9) form a complete set of wave equations of thermo-microelasticity.
For T-»0 these equations reduce to ttie system of equations considered in [3].
Eqs. (2.7)—(2.0) should be supplemented by'boundary and initial conditions. As

: . I 1 - !
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regards the boundary conditions for the functions u,<p, 7" and the initial conditions
for the functions u, cp, they are the same as those given in [3].

For temperature the initial conditions are more diversified. Besides the condition
T(x, 0) = /; (x), we have to add the initial condition 7"(x, 0) = /(x).

Let us perform the divergence operation on Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8). We shall obtain
the wave equations

(2.10) Eh

(2.H) D 3 /

where

Di=(A+2/0 V2-pd2, D3 = (/H-2y) V2-4a-Idf,

Eq. (2.10) is conjugated with the equation of heat conductivity.
Eliminating the temperature from Eqs. (2.9) and (2.10) we get:

(2.12) ( • t D-vrjCV2) eM+div Z>P+— V2 Q = 0.

Eq. (2.12) describes the dilatational wave, while Eq. (2.11) a microrotational
one. As may be inferred from the analysis of the plane dilatational wave, the dila-
tational wave is subject to damping and dispersion. In an infinite micropolar medium
the microrotational wave, Eq. (2.11), is not accompanied by the temperature field.
The microrotational wave is undamped but it undergoes dispersion.

Let us perform on Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8) the operation of rotation. In this way we
obtain the following equations

1 1
• 2 £ 2 + 2 a r o t 3 = — — r o t P , £2 = —-rotu,

1 1
• 4 3 + 2 a r o t S 2 = - — rot M , 3=—-rotcp.

Eliminating from the equations the quantities 3 and SI, respectively, we arrive
at the following formulae

1
(2.13) ( D 2 D 4 + 4 a 2 V2)£2 = a r o t r o t M — r - r o t E U P ,

1
(2.14) ( n 2 r j 4 +4a 2 V2) 3 = a r o t r o t P — y r o t D 2 M .

Let us remark that in an infinite elastic space the waves 3 and SI are not accom-
panied by the temperature field. The waves 3 and SI undergo dispersion although
they are not damped.
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3. The potentials <2>, 3, T, H

The system of Eqs. (2.7)—(2.9) may be separated in two ways. The first of them
consists in decomposing the vectors u and <p into potential and solenoidal parts

(3.1) u

(3.2) 9 = grad5"+rotH, divH = 0.

Introducing (3.1) and (3.2) into Eqs. (2.7)—(2.9) and expressing the quantities
P and M in a similar manner, i.e.

(3.3) P=/>(grad>9+rotx), divx = 0,

(3.4) M=/(grado-+rotYj), divY] = 0,

we obtain the following system of equations

(3.5) Q

(3.6) D

(3.7) C

(3.8) D4H+2arot¥+7Y]=0,

Q
(3.9) DT-riCV20= .

K

Eq. (3.5) describes the longitudinal wave, while Eq. (3.6) represents the micro-
rotational wave. The conjugate equations (3.7) and (3.8) describe, respectively, the
modified transverse and twist waves. Eq. (3.9) is conjugated with Eq. (3.5). Perform-
ing on the above equations the operation of elimination, we obtain the following
system of differential equations of hyperbolic type (wave equations):

(3.10) (OiD-vt}CW2)^-=-pD&—-Q,
K

(3.11) n»2--I<r,

(3.12) (Q2 D4+4a2 V2) *F = 2a/rot Y)-/CU X,

(3.13) (D2 D4+4a2 V2) H = 2ap rot %-lDi *),
1

(3.14) (Di-O-v//CV2)r= OiQ-ptjCV2 3.
K

Let us now consider the propagation of waves in an infinite micropolar space.
First of all, let us assume the quantities %, v\ and a as equal to zero, the initial

conditions of the functions W, H and 3 being assumed homogeneous. In this case
only the longitudinal wave will propagate in the micropolar space under the effect
of action of heat sources and body forces P=/> grad t9. This wave is damped and
undergoes dispersion. The wave is accompanied by the temperature field described
by Eq. (3.14).
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Since

Ui = <Pj, (pt=0, eji = <PiM, Kji = O

there is

(3.15) crjt*=ow=2/i(<P,ij-djl<Pkk)+pdJl(0-$). ^, = 0.

The longitudinal waves induce a symmetric stress tensor. If the quantities Q, 5,
rj, x are equal to zero and the initial conditions of the functions 0, V, H homo-
geneous, then — in the micropolar space — there is the microrotational wave 3.

Since

0, e<J0— —nku 3 k,

there is

°"ao = 0 <7<o= 2 a f i*o-5 t
(3.16)

The 3 wave is indamped, it undergoes, however, dispersion.
If the quantities Q, B and a are equal to zero and if so are the initial conditions

of the functions 0 and 3, then — in an infinite space — the *F and H waves pro-
pagate. They are undamped, subject to dispersion. They are not accompanied by
the temperature field.

The character of the T wave is that of a transverse wave (for a->0 it transforms
into the transverse wave in Hooke's medium, as may be inferred from Eq. (3.7)).
We shall call it the modified transverse wave. The H wave is a transverse rotational
wave.

4. The stress functions *F, X, a>

The second method of separating Eqs. (2.7)—(2.9) resembles that used by
Galerkin [5] with respect to elastostatics and by Jacovache [6] with respect to the
elastokinetics of Hooke's body.

In what follows we shall give the final result of the separation of Eqs. (2.7)—(2.9),
the necessary proceedings being derived in [7].

Let us express the vectors u and <p by two vector functions i[> and X, respectively,
while the temperature T will be expressed by the scalar function u>

(4.1) u = n 4 Mvp-grad divAty — 2a rot D3 X+v grad co,

(4.2) t p = D 2 D3X—graddiv6>X-2arotM4»,

(4.3) r=; ?divCf24»+D, co.

The following rotations have been introduced in the above equations

r={X+fi-a) D4-4

i3 = n2D4+4a2 V2.
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Introducing the expressions (4.1)—(4.3) into Eqs. (2.7)—(2.9) we obtain the
following separated' equations wherefrom we are able to determine the functions
*j>, X, co. They read:

(4.4) ( n a D4+4<z2 V2) (Di Z>-w/CV2)U>H-P=0,

(4.5) ( n 2 D

Q
(4.6) (n,-D-^CV2)ft;H =0.

K

The above equations are of particular importance for determining the basic
solutions in an infinite micropolar space. This regards the determination of the
functions u, <p, T induced by the action of concentrated forces and moments and
of heat sources.

Let us consider the homogeneous equations (4.4)—(4.6).

(4.7) QMty = 0, £2D3^ = 0, Mco = 0.

Let us compose the particular solutions of these equations of two parts.
In accordance with a theorem due to T. Boggio, the functions i]/ , X', i|>", X"

have to verify the following equations

(4.8) AfcJ>' = 0, Qi\>" = 0, D 3 X'=0, £X"=0.

Substituting (4.8) into Eqs. (4.1)—(4.3), we get

(4.9) u = n 4 A/iJ/'-grad div7V(*J>'+<!•")-2a rot D3 V'+v grad co,

(4.10) cp = n 2 II]3*"-graddiv0(X'+X")-2arot

(4.11) T=t]dtdivQ^'+Ulco.

Now, making use of the following relations

& = • , D 4 - V 3 r = n 2 D 3 - V 2 6 ) , \34.M-

rot rot u = grad div u — V2 u,

we obtain

(4.12) u=-grad(divAr<J>'-vtt))-rot(rotJV«J>"+2an3X"),

(4.13) cp=-graddiv6 'X'-rot(rot0X"+2aA r^") .

Comparing (4.12) and (4.13) with (3.1) and (3.2), respectively, we arrive at the
relations

£ = d
(4.14)

«F=- r

H=-rot0X"-2aM4»".
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In this way we succeeded in establishing the connection between the elastic po-

tentials 4>, S, *F, H and the generalized stress functions y/, X, co.

We have only to check whether the functions 0, E, tj>, H as given by the relations

(4.14) verify the homogeneous wave equations (3.10)—(3.13). The answer is posi-

tive, as is easily seen from (4.8).
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C. KAJIHCKMft H B. HOBAIIKHM, BOJIHOBblE YPABHEHHH TEPMO-MMKPO-
y n p y r o c T H

B HacTOHmeH pa6oTe BOjiHOBBie ypaBHeHKfl TepMoynpyrocTH, BWBefleHHbie B [1] H [2] fljw
cpeflbi Tyxa, o6o6maioTCH na MHKponojwpHyio cpeay KoccepaTOB.

ITpHBOAHTCH ocHOBHbie cooTHouieHHfl H ypaBHeHHn BOJiHOBOfi TepMo-MHKpoynpyrocTH,
ynpyrne noTemiHajiti M cCyHKUHH HanpxjKeHHti. KpoMe Toro, BWBefleHbi cooraomeHHH


